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PRESS RELEASE2OELDJune, 15th:
FREE SAILING HOLIDAY IN SARDINIA FOR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

Group Y is glad to invite healthcare professionals to SARDINIA onboard its
yachts: the invitation is open to all professionals worldwide who did their best
during the Covid emergency to save lives.
Group Y consists of a group of family-run companies and always had as a
mission the NAUTICAL SUSTAINABLE TOURISM together with the promotion of
Sea Culture.
The aim of this initiative is to talk about fair SAILING and SARDINIA, because
we would like to give to healthcare professionals a sailing holiday set in one of the
most beautiful seas in the world: Sardinia. A Sailing holiday represents an
evolved form of experential Nautical Tourism, which we hope can also be
therapeutic for our "heroes".
NOW more than ever we must ask about our future.
GROUP Y did it, and thanks to significant investments is betting on a new
form of NAUTICAL TOURISM.
In our opinion the future of Tourism will have
to satisfy the individual fundamental needs. It will also have to promote a new
GREEN
NEW
DEAL awareness,
a less contemplative but more experiential
tourism, lived in close contact with nature and far from gatherings, on a slow
path rediscovering your true self.
This is, in short, the definition of SEA-GLAMPING, the future of tourism thought
and offered by Group Y.
Travellers are looking for journeys able to free their minds from habits and to
rediscover an early life where time is marked by NATURE, free from external
influences.
SEA
GLAMPING also represents a winning reply to the SELFDISCOVERING request in the nautical field. The right route to follow can be
rediscovered step by step while busy in sailing a super modern yacht.
Slow tourism has already been the subject of discussion: it is a particular form of
travelling that has as a basic rule that of taking your personal time. It was
mentioned in times where we could have never thought of finding ourselves
as isolated as we are now.
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But as they say "nothing happens by chance" and maybe this desire to explore
can really attract new people to Sea Glamping. Tourism and its forms will
change, as well as interests and expectations. This will give the chance
to experience a different journey, mainly based on the search of EXPLORATION of
the territory, of human realtionships and maybe also a bit of self discovery. All
this based on the real knowledge of the environment , learnt in an intelligent and
sustainable way, deeply living the experience of travelling and tasting step by step
the slowness of movement. We will have the chance not only to explore places
but also to live them in a very real sense.
We will make an intimate
connection with the surrounding environment which we will cherish day after day.
Today you can experience slow tourism thanks to a SEA GLAMPING experience
lived on a super modern sailing yacht, surrounded by nature and lulled by the
SEA, set among golden sunsets and breathtaking views. This is the product
offered by Group Y.
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It's our turn now!
On March, 20th, in full Pandemic phase, Group Y launched its “Support your
favourite company” campaign.
Today, after almost 3 months, Group Y would like thank all doctors and
paramedics worldwide who saved lives by providing their service during the
pandemic.
It was a silent tragedy: this is how we can define a long list of doctors who have
died because of Covid-19. Professionals who never gave up their patients, even in
the hardest times, when the healthcare system was collapsing, or when hospitals
could not accommodate more patients and seriously ill patients were left in their
homes. 3 doctors died each day in Italy only, more than 160 in 2 months,
over half of them in Lombardy, of which one third in Bergamo. This was the
most affected province, and family doctors were the most affected ones: 150
got sick and 6 died over 600 active in this area.
That is why Group Y is launching the campaign ”FREE SAILING HOLIDAY FOR
DOCTORS AND PARAMEDICS” onboard our yachts set in the enchanting
surroundings of Sardinia!
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